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Response to Grenfell Tower Fire – August 2017
Thank you for contacting me about the tragic fire at Grenfell Tower.
The Grenfell Tower tragedy was one of the worst this nation has experienced in many years. It is
impossible to comprehend what those affected by the fire have had to deal with. The response of
people who provided help, compassion and support, once again showed the fantastic spirit of
London and the best of Britain. I also pay tribute to the emergency services, who put their lives in
danger to save others.
The Government has been working with local government officials and organisations to provide
support to the victims, both in the immediate aftermath of the tragedy, and in the long term.
Everyone whose home was destroyed will be guaranteed a new one on the same terms as the one
they lost, and nobody will be forced to move somewhere they do not want to go.
The Government will also do everything possible to seek justice for those people who have been
failed. A full, judge-led public inquiry will investigate what happened and who was responsible for
the disaster, to give people the answers they deserve. I agree it is vital that the voices of survivors
are heard: I am assured that they will have their legal representation funded. An independent expert
advisory panel has also been appointed to advise the Government on any immediate action that
should be taken on fire safety.
In addition, the Communities Secretary has announced that there will be full-scale, independent
review of building regulations and fire safety, with a focus on tall residential buildings. This will help
ensure all homes will be as safe as they can be in future.
The disaster at Grenfell Tower should never have happened: the police investigation and public
inquiry will find out why it did, to ensure this can never happen again.
Thank you again for taking the time to contact me.
Kind regards,

Craig Whittaker MP

